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I.

Introduction

Over the past several years there has been remarkable progress in our ability to use NMR spectroscopy to determine the three dimensional structure of biomolecules in solution. The implementation of two dimensional NMR experiments, and
the realization that systematic assignment of proton
resonances could be achieved with a sequential approach were crucial to the development of this structure determination method. The initial work was
done for proteins, but the ideas of the method were
soon extended to nucleic acids and polysaccharides.
The first applications were in systems of sufficiently
low molecular weight that resonance overlap in the
2D spectra was not extensive. New experiments for
obtaining extended correlations have now improved
the ability to assign more complex spectra, extending the size range of molecules which can be analyzed. Additional progress has been made through
incorporation of isotopic labels, using them to filter
proton spectra. Applications of three dimensional
NMR have been increasing, and it appears that for
large molecules an important improvement in resolution can be obtained. Modifications of the assignment strategy have also been developed, which lend
themselves to automation. With resonance assignments in hand, NOE cross peak intensities can be
interpreted to give interproton distance estimates
which are used as restraints in structure calculations. Back calculation of the NOESY spectrum
from a particular model, for comparison with the
original data, has improved the distance interpretation. Additional structural information can be obtained through determination of coupling constants,
both homo- and heteroiniclear. The first calculations to reconstruct atomic coordinates from the
NMR data used the metric matrix distance geometry approach. This method is still in use, but several
alternate algorithms have now been implemented,
some with advantages in particular cases. In the
present review we will concentrate on areas which
have developed in the past few years, and present
examples of the current state of this method. The
limits of space and time require that this be done
in a rather descriptive and qualitative way, which is
far from comprehensive, especially in terms of references to all of the original work. Where possible we
will comment on the areas where it appears caution

must still be exercised in interpretation of the NMR
data.

II.

NMR Methods

The basic principles of two dimensional NMR
have been described in many different places, and
will not be discussed here. A basic knowledge of 2D
NMR will be assumed. A recent compendium which
covers a majority of the relevant pulse sequences has
been provided by Ernst and his coworkers (1). A
very good introduction to the necessary quantum
mechanical background has been given by Goldman
(2), and a useful formalism for NMR calculations
has been described (3). For present purposes it will
be sufficient to simply list classes of experiments, to
note how relevant spectral information is obtained,
and to describe how this can be used in obtaining assignments or structural restraints. In addition many
of the experiments must be carried out in 1 # 2 0 solution, which requires solvent suppression of some
form. The methods for achieving this will not be
discussed here, though the success of the NMR experiments often hinges critically on how well this
can be done (4).
A.

Homonuclear

In all of the assignment methods, which will be
described below, it is important to identify groups
of J-coupled spins, which will generally correspond
to a single amino acid, nucleoside or monosaccharide
residue. This is done with coherence transfer experiments; initially we restrict ourselves to homonuclear
cases: COSY, filtered COSY, RELAY, TOCSY and
MQ. The basic pulse sequences for these experiments are shown in Figure 1.
In a COSY spectrum a cross peak will appear for
any particular pair spins only if there is a coupling
between them such that the coupling constant is a
substantial fraction of the homogeneous linewidth.
The transfer in all COSY type experiments yields
lines which are antiphase in character (5), causing
cancellation for broad resonances. For moderate size
proteins (with linewidths of a few Hz) couplings
between the C2H and C4H of histidine often give
rise to observable crosspeaks although the coupling
constant is only about 1 Hz. In the past COSY
spectra were run in the magnitude mode (that is all
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Figure 1: Some of the commonly used pulse sequences for obtaining sequential resonance assignments and
distance constraints for determination of biomolecular structures with NMR. In general the delays indicated
with T are fixed during the experiment, but must be selected to optimize the desired information in the
spectrum.
phase information is thrown away) giving crosspeaks
which show relatively little fine structure from the
couplings (6). It is usually advantageous, in this
case, to use fairly harsh apodization (typically an
unshifted sine bell function) to minimize tails extending out from the peaks. In many cases, particularly when spectra are not severely crowded, this
is sufficient to identify the relevant coupled spins.
Phase sensitive COSY spectra can be obtained (7),
but the diagonal peaks are dispersive when cross
peaks are phased absorptive, compromising information from cross peaks close to the diagonal, and
in general the DQFCOSY, discussed below, is used
instead.
In the simplest of the filtered COSY experiments
(8), the double quantum (DQFCOSY), the coupling
information is identical to a normal COSY but an alternate pathway (through a double quantum state)
is taken for coherence transfer, resulting in a spectrum in which both diagonal and cross peaks can
be phased (to give pure antiphase multiplets). This
results in significantly sharper lines than in magnitude spectra, with much more resolved fine structure

(9). When data are collected at high digital resolution these crosspeaks can be used to determine the
values of coupling constants (10). Intrinsically only
half as much magnetization is transferred through
the DQ pathway as in a normal COSY transfer,
leading to a factor of two lower sensitivity. However much less severe apodization can then be used,
and the phase structure of multiplets can be used
to distinguish them from noise. In effect the real
sensitivity is essentially as good as a normal COSY,
and the DQFCOSY should be considered the most
useful "standard" COSY type experiment. Since
all pairs of spins can generate the double quantum
state there is no reduction in information relative
to a normal COSY. However more complex filters
can be used as well, which select for peaks coming
from groups with a minimum number or configuration of spins. The specificity is achieved By a specific
cycle of phases through which the last pulse is rotated. The simplest of these are N-quantum filters
(11), in which magnetization is transfered through
an N-quantum coherence requiring the presence of
at least N spins. Cross peaks occur for the same
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pairs of spins, and at the same positions as the ordinary COSY, but only for spin systems in which there
are N or more spins. As N grows it becomes more
difficult to generate the high order coherence, and
the sensitivity decreases. Unfortunately cross peaks
may not be seen for all spin systems with N spins
due to linewidth or weak couplings, although those
peaks which are present should be from groups N or
more spins. A more sophisticated version of this is
"spin topology filtering" which selects for a particular pattern of couplings rather than just a number of
spins (12). While DQFCOSY is now very routinely
used, both higher order filters and topological filters have yet to see much practical use for complex
biopolymers.
Degeneracies in chemical shift make interpretation of COSY experiments difficult. The RELAY
(or multiple RELAY) experiment (11) is really just
a COSY which is repeated during the same experiment. Coherence is then passed not only to directly coupled spins but also between spins with a
common coupling partner (1.3). Spin system identifications then can skip over crowded regions. The
efficiency of the transfer depends on coupling constants, and is thus sensitive to the value of the
delay(s) used in the experiment. The behavior of
many typical spin systems has been discussed, and
the experiment can be optimized for a particular
type of residue (14). Repeated experiments with different delays can give relatively complete information about extended couplings. When the coherence
transfer process must be repeated, there is a loss of
sensitivity due to T2 relaxation, obviously increasingly severe for higher molecular weights and longer
delays. However good quality data have been obtained for relatively large proteins, such as ribonuclease A (14 kD) and lysozyme (15). The RELAY
experiment transfers coherence in defined steps (unlike TOCSY discussed below) so that the number
of transfer steps which have occured is well defined
(except in the case that strongly coupled spins are
present). Having the extended coupling information
becomes increasingly important in systems of higher
complexity. An example is shown in Figure 2.
The newest member of the coherence transfer
family of experiments is TOCSY (16) (aka H0HAHA(17)). The basic mechanism for coherence
transfer is significantly different with this method,
however the information provided is the same as
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that in a combination of single and multiple RELAY experiments. In TOCSY coherence transfer is
achieved during a mixing period in which the spins
are driven by an r.f. field. The pulse sequence (made
up of composite 180° pulses of some kind) removes
chemical shifts during the mixing time, so that all
spins within a coupled group evolve as though they
were strongly coupled. Coherence is transferred
among all of the spins of the group in a gradual
but continuous fashion (unlike RELAY which procedes in discrete steps). With longer mixing times
magnetization will be transfered through a larger
number of intermediate spins. As with other coherence transfer experiments, there is a damping which
occurs with a time constant related to Ti and T ^
rather than T 2 as for COSY (18). In addition, one
of the pathways for coherence transfer leads to inphase magnetization rather than antiphase (as occurs for all other coherence transfer experiments)
reducing cancellation effects. These features make
the TOCSY experiment particularly useful for large
molecules.
In the filtered COSY experiments a multiple
quantum coherence is generated, but is not allowed
to evolve before reconversion to single quantum coherence. If the fixed and variable periods of the experiment are reversed however, just the opposite is
true and one has a true multiple quantum (MQ) experiment (19). Spins are labelled in ti at their multiquantum frequency, but are detected at their single
quantum position in t2. In the multiquantum period
the evolution occurs at a frequency corresponding to
the sum of chemical shifts for spins involved in generating the coherence. The order of the coherence is
defined by the difference in total quantum number
of the two energy levels which form the coherence.
Experiments can be done with order selectivity during excitation, and/or detection. The magnitude
of any individual MQ line will depend on the fixed
preparation time rp in the experiment and on frequencies and coupling constants of spins involved.
To assure excitation of all possible MQ lines several Tp values must be used. During detection (only
single quantum coherence is directly detectable) the
MQ coherence can be transfered to either to one
of the spins involved in the MQ coherence itself, or
to other spins coupled to these. The rules governing transfer are known, and the pattern of transfer
can be used as an aid in analysis of the spin systems
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Figure 2: A phase sensitive, double quantum filtered relay spectrum of the sea anemone toxin RP III (Wemmer,
Pease and Kumar, unpublished) obtained with the TPPI method. This demonstrates the ability to combine
experiments to optimize the resolution, sensitivity and/or information content of the spectrum. The spectrum
was obtained in ca. 18 h from a 6 mM sample of protein, molecular weight 5 kD. Multiple positive contours
are drawn, but only a single contour for negative peaks.
•

(20). Correlation information is obtained by identifying spins which have a common multiple quantum frequency. MQ frequencies may also be detected on spins coupled to those which gave rise to
the coherence, providing information analogous to
that in RELAY spectra. As occurs in MQ filtering,
only groups of N or more coupled spins can give rise

to an N quantum coherence, leading to a natural filtering in the MQ spectrum. Since sums and differences of chemical shifts are observed in MQ spectra,
the bandwidth needed to represent the spectrum
tends to be large, and many data points are needed
to obtain reasonable digital resolution. The splitting
patterns of the MQ crosspeaks have characteristics
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similar to COSY peaks, although the multiplicity
goes down as the order of transition increases.
Once covalent connectivity has been established
using these coherence transfer experiments further
information is needed about spatial proximity of
spins to carry through the sequential assignment
strategy. This is available through two dimensional
versions of nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) measurements; NOESY (21) in the laboratory frame or
ROESY (22) (originally called CAMELSPIN (23))
in the rotating frame. In either case crosspeaks
stem from cross relaxation arising from dipolar coupling between the spins. Although the basic NOESY
pulse sequence contains three pulses, as do the filtered COSY and MQ experiments, in this case the
z component of magnetization rather than the x-y
components is involved in generating cross peaks.
The magnitude of the NOE changes with rotational
correlation time. For short correlation times (low
molecular weight) saturation of one peak leads to
an enhancement of up to 50% for the resonance of
a nearby spin. When the correlation time is such
that UJTC =1.1 the effect vanishes altogether. In the
long correlation time limit (high molecular weight)
saturation of one resonance leads to a decrease up
to 100% in intensity for spins close in space. In this
case the rate at which cross relaxation occurs varies
inversely with the sixth power of the distance between spins and linearly with the correlation time.
For most practical cases the dramatic dependence
on distance means that proton pairs separated by
more than about 4 A (perhaps 5 A in favorable
cases) will not give rise to observable cross peaks. In
the long correlation time limit, the NOESY experiment may also suffer from a propagation of cross
relaxation through a chain of spins (24), which is
called spin diffusion (this is well known and dominant in solid state NMR spectroscopy). For assignment purposes it is often important to know that
cross peaks arise from direct relaxation, requiring
that fairly short mixing times be used. For the rotating frame experiment, ROESY, the short correlation time limit behavior is always seen, regardless
of actual correlation time. This means that spin
diffusion is reduced, and that spin diffusion peaks
will be opposite in sign from direct peaks making
them more easily identified. It is particularly valuable for the intermediate size molecules (m.w. in the
range 1-2 kD) for which lab frame NOEs are either

very weak or completely absent. An example of a
NOESY spectrum is shown in Figure 3.
With the pulse sequences used in either experiment, there is a possibility of coherence transfer (as
well as the cross relaxation), which must be suppressed through a suitable selection of experimental
parameters and phase cycling (25). The methods
for and importance of doing this have been documented, are incorporated into the normally distributed pulse sequences, and hence will not be discussed here.

B.

Heteronuclear NMR

The basic idea of transferring coherence to establish a correlation between coupled spins can be
applied in heteronuclear cases as well as homonuclear. For both 13C and 15N the coupling constants
to directly bonded protons are quite large, and the
transfer of coherence between them is very efficient.
Experiments were first done by detecting the X nucleus directly, however it has been shown that "indirect" detection through the 1 H is much more efficient (26) (by two to three orders of magnitude)
and hence this mode is typically used now. Experiments on biomolecules at a concentration of a few
mM for natural abundance 13 C and 15N can then
be collected within a day, and with enrichment can
be done even at 1 mM in a matter of a few hours.
There are numerous modifications of experiments to
achieve decoupling in either frequency domain, to
achieve suppression of signals from 1 H not coupled
to an X atom, and to implement solvent suppression when experiments are done in 1H2O solution.
Many variations have been discussed in a recent review (27). Correlations can also be generated using weaker two or three bond couplings, since the
coupling constants then approach the linewidth the
senstivity is significantly lower (28), but recent applications have shown these may be used to obtain
sequential connectivities (29). A second important
use of the heteroatom is in filtering proton spectra. By using combinations of pulses on both the
1
H and X atoms, proton signals from H-X pairs can
be distinguished from isolated protons. These pulse
combinations can be applied within other pulse sequences, such as COSY or NOESY, to give isotope
edited spectra - that is subspectra where cross peaks
either arise from an 1H-X pair during the labelling
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Figure 3: Amide-H to all, /?H and aliphatic sidechain region of a NOESY spectrum of RNAse-A taken in
H2O solution. This shows the complexity of a spectrum which has been assigned using only two dimensional
proton experiments alone. Larger proteins have been studied using isotope labelling and/or 3D NMR.

period of the experiment, or are detected on an 1HX pair, or both. Obviously with selective isotope
incorporation this leads to a tremendous simplification of the spectrum. Heteronuclear NMR need not
involve protons at all, for example 13C-15N COSY
spectra have been obtained for highly labelled
proteins. Various combinations of these methods will certainly see increasing use in the future.

C. Three Dimensional NMR
There are many natural extensions of two dimensional NMR into three dimensions. To generate a
3D NMR experiment, an additional systematically
varied time period (usually with additional pulses)
is added to a two dimensional experiment (30). This
effectively creates a combination of two 2D experiments, for example a NOESY with a TOCSY trans-
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fer into the third dimension before detection. Thus
all NOESY cross peaks will be detected on all peaks
coupled to either of the spins involved in the TOCSY
cross peak. Doing this improves resolution, since the
cross peaks will now be spread along three frequency
axes. In addition the problems of degeneracy are reduced since there is effectively multiple detection of
each peak. Essentially any pair of normal 2D experiments can be combined to create a 3D experiment
(the burden this will create on the pulse sequence
literature is staggering if any significant fraction
of those possible is actually described in papers).
Some of these combinations contain new information which is not present in a single 2D experiment,
for example the NOESY-NOESY contains information about spin diffusion pathways and rates. Obviously heteronuclear versions can also be done, and
in fact use of NOESY-heteroCOSY ^H^H NOESY
followed by XH-15N correlation for example) is likely
to be particularly important because of the high efficiency of the hetero transfer step, and the need
for only modest resolution in the third dimension
(31). The time and computational requirements for
these experiments are substantial: a modest resolution 256 x 256 x 256 matrix (with a typical 5000 Hz
spectral width this is 20 Hz/pt) occupies 64 Mbytes
of disk space (64 more to process it), and with 8
scans averaged per ti ,t2 point at a rate of 1/sec this
requires 6 days of data collection. These facts appear somewhat intimidating, but a variety of such
experiments have already been successfully done on
proteins and will undoubtably become more common. The high information content offsets the long
acquisition times, and will probably be best used
when more sophisticated computerized analysis programs become available.

III.

Assignment Strategies

The basic concepts in carrying out systematic
resonance assignments in proteins using 2D spectra
came from Wiithrich (32). He has described the
original approach in detail in a book (33), only an
outline of which will be presented here. The basic combined COSY/NOESY assignment strategies
all depend on the existence of a covalent backbone
along the molecule of interest, which assures that
some protons on neighboring residues are close in
space. Groups of spins within each residue are iden-

tified in the correlated spectra, and these are connected to neighboring residues using the NOESY
data. When the groups of spins are distinguishable then the molecule can actually be sequenced
in this fashion. In practice degeneracies in chemical shift are often present, and only some of the
residues are distinguishable through their coupling
pattern, so that sequence information from traditional chemical methods is required to complete the
analysis. An alternate possibility is available using
only coherence transfer experiments. In this case
a coupling between residues must be used in addition to those within residues. In all major classes of
biopolymers there are no sufficiently strong 1H-1H
couplings between residues to accomplish this. However, if one includes heteronuclear couplings from XH
to 13C and/or 15N for proteins, 13C for oligosaccharides, and 31 P for oligonucleotides then interresidue
couplings are generally present, and can be used to
establish the backbone connectivity, and hence also
the resonance assignments. All of the assignment
methods will be discussed by category of molecule.
A.

Proteins

In the sequential COSY/NOESY assignment
method the first stage is to identify groups of coupled spins arising from individual amino acids (34).
In so far as is possible the number of protons, the
pattern of coupling and the grouping of chemical
shifts are used to identify the type of amino acid.
Some are often uniquely identifiable (G, A, T, V,
I, often P and L, and aromatic sidechains), while
others can only be grouped as short sidechain (S,
C, D, N) or long sidechain (E, Q, M, R, and K). In
crowded spectra the use of RELAY and/or TOCSY
is often quite important for grouping all spins of
the same system unambiguously. NOESY data also
help in this respect, but must be used with caution
since there is no clear way to distinguish intraresidue
NOEs from interresidue. The clear association of
amide, alpha and beta protons is particularly important. Establishing sequential connectivities relies on NOEs involving the amide (NH) proton. A
statistical analysis of protein structures showed that
the distance from an NH to one proton among the
NH, aH and /?Hs of the preceding residue (toward
the N-terminus) will be shor^ enough to give rise to
an observable NOE (35). When several residues can
be sequentially connected, and some of these are of
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established amino acid type, then a correspondence
with a particular specific sequence in the protein
can be made and the resonances are then assigned.
(It may be noted that for several proteins such a
correspondence was initially not possible (36), and
it was later determined through chemical methods
that the originally reported sequence was in error.)
Only a portion of the NOEs present are sequential
in nature, much of the complexity in the assignment process is in identifying the sequential ones,
and eliminating ambiguities from degeneracies. This
is tedious, and takes a good deal of time. The remaining NOEs arise from folding of the protein into
defined secondary and tertiary structure and will be
discussed further below.
An alternate, but somewhat related, "main
chain directed" (MCD) approach has been suggested recently (37). In this case spin system identifications are initially carried through to group HN,
aH and /?H for as many amino acids as possible. Sequential connectivities are then sought, but in addition NOEs which can be interpreted to correspond
to particular secondary structures are also used.
The reasoning is that there are many pathways
(comprised of combinations of COSY and NOESY
connectivities) through any element of secondary
structure which could be followed to establish the relationship of a pair of resonances. In the case where
any degeneracy in resonance position occurs, different pathways could then give different results. If the
number of degeneracies is not too large, then there
should only be one (or at worst a small number) of
possible assignments which are consistent with all of
the observed data. The search for such a solution is
computerized, and can be carried out very rapidly.
When data are complete, all of the backbone resonances can be assigned in this way, these can then
be extended to the sidechains through further analysis of the coherence transfer data. Identification
of correct sidechain types at the appropriate backbone positions confirms the assignments. In the case
that backbone data are not complete, the inclusion
of some sidechain data can eliminate some assignment possibilities during the search. This approach
has worked very well for several proteins of moderate size (38), prospects are good for application in
larger proteins as well. The inclusion of 3D NMR
data will improve resolution, and hence the ability
to identify peaks, but will not significantly change
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the 1 H NOE based sequential assignment strategy.
For proteins whose genes have been cloned and
expressed, it is possible to incorporate isotopic labels 2H, 13 C, and 15N. The uses of each are several
fold. It has been realized for many years that inclusion of 2H in a specific type of amino acid will remove the signals in the *H spectrum. This obviously
functions well in all sorts of 2D spectra, and results
in assignment of resonances to a specific amino acid
type, even for those amino acids which are in the
difficult to distinguish classes. More recently it has
been shown that random fractional deuteration (inclusion of 75-80% 2H at all sites through growth on
a partially deuterated medium) leads to a reduction
in multiplicity of lines (essentially all resonances are
singlets or doublets) and to a reduction in spin diffusion in NOESY spectra (39). Although there is
a large direct loss in signal, this is offset by the reduction in linewidth even for 2D spectra in which
only pairs of neighboring protons are observed. It
appears that this scheme may be particularly useful
for large proteins.
13

C and 15N can also be used to identify proton resonances by using heteronuclear filtering experiments, reducing the spectrum to only those
crosspeaks involving a proton attached to the heteroatom. By feeding a single type of labelled amino
acid, subspectra can be generated specific to that
amino acid type (40). This has been used particularly with 1SN amino acids to identify NH to aH
crosspeaks. A single label alone, however, does not
directly aid in assignments. Double labelling with
15
N (amide) and 13 C (in the carbonyl position) on
different amino acids leads to a distinct splitting in
the 15N filtered proton spectrum if a 13C label is
in any amino acid preceding one with art 15N label
(41). Thus selection of two particular amino acids
will generally lead to assignment of a single amino
acid's resonances (effective but expensive). More recently uniform 13 C incorporation to a level of 25%
has been done (42). In this case the carbons in each
amino acid comprise a coupled network, and COSY
type experiments can be used to establish connectivities between neighboring carbons. In practice a
double quantum experiment (INADEQUATE) has
been used instead to obtain equivalent information
(43). To achieve complete assignments double labelling with both 13 C and 15N has been done, and
the 13C-15N correlations are then used to establish
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sequential connectivities. Proton resonances can
then be assigned using 1H-13C heteronuclear correlations. This approach is rather new, and the full
possibilities have not yet been explored, but it seems
quite powerful.
Regardless of the method used to assign the
backbone resonances, there is usually a remaining
ambiguity in the assignment of the proR and proS
protons at the /? carbon (similarly further out the
sidechain, but these are less often resolved), and
similarly for the methyls of valine (44) and leucine.
When distances to these protons are defined for
structure analysis, it is helpful to have the stereospecific assignments (45). This can be accomplished
by using a combination of coupling and NOE information, which taken together rule out one of the
assignment possibilities. This procedure can be automated (46), and can result in stereospecific assignments for 40-90% of residues (depending in part to
what extent distance information is treated quantitatively).

B.

lli

Nucleic Acids

Once the pattern for sequential assignments
was established for proteins the extensions to nucleic acids were straight-forward (47). For DNA
there are only four types of base, which (as for
ammo acids) can be identified by coupling pattern:
T with a methyl to aromatic coupling, and C with an
aromatic-aromatic coupling are easily distinguished
from the purines A and G, which have aromatic
protons which show no coupling. In RNA U and
C are identical in couplings, but still distinguishable from G and A. For DNA each sugar is a group
of seven coupled spins, couplings can be identified
from COSY, RELAY and/or TOCSY data. The
HI', H2', H2" and H3' are usually well separated,
while the H4', H5' and 115" are close in chemical
shift and often cannot be resolved. For RNA there
is no H2" proton, and only the chemical shifts of
the Hi's are well dispersed. Unfortunately for the
typical C3' endo sugar conformation of "A" form
RNA the Hl'-H2' coupling is very weak, making it
difficult to identify protons on the same sugar: Although resolution is not particularly good it is possible to identify some of the couplings among other
protons in the sugars. For proteins the amide proton plays a central role since it is near the backbone and hence is near protons on the neighboring

residue. For right handed helical nucleic acids the
equivalent role is played by the sugar HI' and H2'
protons. The sense of the helix rotation causes the
base of the residue to the 3' side to stack above
a particular sugar. The distance from an aromatic
proton to the sugar proton in the same residue is also
sufficiently short to give rise to an NOE. Thus the
aromatic-Hl' and similarly the aromatic-H2'(H2")
regions contain all information required for sequential assignment. If there are no degeneracies this
serves to sequence the nucleic acid; when chemical shift degeneracies occur, then a known sequence
can be used to eliminate some of the assignment
possibilities. The two regions can be-assigned independently, then the information compared to verify assignments. Additional checks on assignments
are provided by matching H1'-H2',H2" crosspeaks to
the positions predicted from other regions, and verifying that all connectivities determined from COSY
or TOCSY data (48) are in agreement. Other sugar
protons (extending even to the crowded H5',H5" in
simple cases) can then be assigned using any combination of intrasugar NOEs and couplings. The
spacings between the relevant protons are different
in RNA vs. DNA, but this general method works
for both. If the nucleic acid is not in a regular secondary structure, such as near the standard "A" or
"B" form, then some or all of the sequential connectivities may be missing. In addition some nonsequential NOEs may be seen. However for short
sequences (loops of four or five bases, or bulges of
similar size) it is generally possible to assign resonances anyway relying on the fact that NOEs are
most likely between neighboring bases, and that the
final assignments must correspond with the known
primary sequence and all observed NOEs.
An alternate approach was suggested very early
which uses only through bond correlation information. In the case of nucleic acids the residues are
linked through phosphates, and significant couplings
are seen from the H4', H5' and H5" to the 31 P
of the 5' phosphate, and from the H3' to the 3'
phosphate. When appropriate connectivities are
established through a combination of homo- and
heteronuclear correlation experiments then assignments of the sugar resonances follow immediately.
The extension of these to the bases must still use
NOE information. The first application of this type
was to a single stranded DNA (49), which had sharp
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resonances and fairly strong couplings. However recently it has also been applied to double stranded
oligomers as well (50). Resolution in the phosphorous spectrum is not particularly good, and the direct proton method is probably more applicable for
longer oligomers. Operator DNAs with 34-46 nucleotides (51) (m.w. >11 kD) and RNAs with 20
nucleotides have been assigned.
Unlike the case for proteins the exchangeable
protons of nucleic acids are not crucial to the assignment of the backbone. The imino and amino
protons for a separate group, which can also be systematically assigned with NOESY spectra (52). The
imino protons are particularly useful probes of secondary structure since there is only one per base
pair, and upon melting their exposure to solvent
leads to dramatic broadening. There is an extensive literature on base pair lifetimes derived from exchange data, base catalysis has recently been shown
to be important (53) and some care must be used in
interpretation of older papers on this subject.
Isotope labelling has found less use for nucleic
acids than for proteins to date. However several simple types of labelling have been explored. Deuteration of the purine H8 position can be achieved
(sometimes inadvertantly) simply by heating in
2
H2O (the rate increases with pH). The H5 position
of cytosine and uracil can be exchanged by heating
in the presence of bisulfite (54) in 2H2O. For several
different RNAs, produced in vivo, biosynthetic incorporation of 13C and 15N has been done (26,55),
either uniformly or in a specific type of base. Such
labels have been useful for dynamic studies, and for
assignment of imino proton resonances.

C.

Oligosaccharides

The identification of groups of coupled protons
is again done with coherence transfer experments,
COSY, RELAY and TOCSY (56). In many sugars
all of the protons on a residue can be identified using
TOCSY correlations to the anomeric protons, which
typically have the best resolution. Further assignments are complicated in two ways. First, the full
primary structure is often not known from chemical
methods (unlike proteins or nucleic acids), and is
part of the information desired from the NMR experiment. Second, the branching is complex, and
different chemical linkages between sugars occur.
Some contacts between sugars can be established
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with NOE data (either NOESY or ROESY), but often gaps remain which have been filled to a large
extent by heteronuclear correlations. The association of 13C with *H resonances is achieved using
the one bond couplings in an ordinary heterocorrelated spectrum. The experiment is then adjusted to
be optimized for long range couplings (three bond
*H to 13 C), and the spectrum is analyzed for interresidue couplings. These can establish connectivity across ether linkages which are difficult to see
with other methods, and then define the primary
structure. The positions of acetyl groups, and other
modifications can be established in this way as well.

IV.

Constraint Determinations

A necessary source of distance information for reconstruction of a molecular structure is the primary
covalent linkage: which atoms are bonded to which,
standard bond lengths and geminal bond angles.
These are derived primarily from crystallographic
studies of small molecules (where such parameters
can be determined with great accuracy), e.g. amino
acids, nucleosides, monosaccharides, etc. This information is tabulated and is used in solving crystal
structures of biological macromolecules, as well as
for NMR. van der Waals radii for the atoms are also
included, at least in a hard sphere approximation.

A.

NOEs

The primary source of experimental structural information in the NMR studies is the NOESY spectrum. For an isolated pair of spins, the buildup of
crosspeak intensity is simple (57), for short mixing
times it is linear with a slope proportional to r c /r 6 .
Even when proton pairs are not isolated it is often
possible use short mixing times and keep the linear
approximation. The most conservative interpretation of NOE peaks is to assign an estimated upper
bound based on the intensity (33) - a strong peak
corresponding to a bound <2.5A, a moderate intensity peak to a bound of <3.0A and a weak peak to
a bound <4.0A. Lower bounds are left at the van
der Waals distance of about 2A. In principle a more
quantitative estimate of the distance can be made
by using the buildup curve (58), crosspeak intensity vs. mixing time. The shape of the buildup
can then be seen, and models are checked to see
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whether they correctly predict the buildup. Since
the correlation time is not known in general, distances between spins (the r values) are calculated
from ratios of crosspeak intensities using one peak
for which the distance is fixed by covalent bonds
(e.g. geminal proton pairs on the /?C, ortho positions on an aromatic ring or the aH to methyl on
alanine). The unknown distance is then the sixth
root of the ratio of cross peak intensities times the
known distance. This practice works well in many
cases, but can be severely compromised by spin diffusion in real cases where more than two spins are
present (59). In certain arrangements of spins the
indirect path (spin diffusion) for transfer of magnetization is more efficient than the direct one, leading
to a large error in distance estimate if no correction
is applied. For three spins A, B and C if strong A-B
and B-C crosspeaks are present then the A-C intensity should be suspect, especially when the distance
appears to be fairly long. For a known arrangement of spins it is possible to calculate the full NOE
buildup behavior accurately, including spin diffusion
in a natural way (21). There are now procedures in
which initial distance estimates are derived using an
approximation, or an initial model is selected, but
the NOE intensities are reanalyzed iteratively to include spin diffusion corrections, and hence to give
better distance estimates (60). These are then recycled into the structure calculation, and the process
is repeated until it converges.
There are some cases in which the distance information cannot be interpreted as simply as one
would like. If geminal hydrogens e.g. /?Hs in proteins, or H2',H2" in DNA, are not stereospecifically
assigned, either because insufficient information is
available to do so or because they are degenerate in
frequency, an uncertainty in a distance constraint
must included since either proton could have given
rise to the NOE. A similar case is generated by aromatic rings of Y and F residues in proteins, which
often flip rapidly about their symmetry axis. In
that case any particular NOE could arise from either side of the ring. Pseudostructures have been
developed for amino acids (61) whicfy reflect these
uncertainties, with rules for how to modify distance
estimates appropriately. There are fewer such problems in nucleic acids, but whenever degeneracies in
chemical shifts are present caution must be used in
interpreting intensities to give distances.

An implicit assumption in the NOE distance
analysis is that the effective correlation time is the
same for all pairs of protons, and that there is no averaging of spatial positions through motion on any
timescale (62). These assumptions are certainly not
correct, it is well known from molecular dynamics
calculations that any biomolecule undergoes fast,
small amplitude fluctuations. In many cases there
must be other larger amplitude motions as well,
which may be difficult to detect. It has been shown
that if the small amplitude, fast (relative to the Larmor frequency) fluctuations are uncorrelated, which
seems likely in most cases, then they do not distort distance estimates significantly (63). Relaxation measurements (both Ti and T 2 ) can be used
to try to detect the presence of other motions, evidence for localized motion has been obtained for
several proteins.

B.

J Couplings

A second source of structural constraints comes
from analysis of coupling constant values using a
Karplus type relation (64). These can be determined from any of a number of experiments, the
DQFCOSY being the most common for 1H-1H couplings (65). Some care must be used in the analysis since peak separations do not reflect coupling
constant values accurately when the linewidth is
comparible to the coupling constant. There are experiments, such as ECOSY (66) or P.E.COSY (67)
which get around this problem by creating lineshapes in which the antiphase cancellation is reduced. Direct simulation of cross peaks is also effective for analysis of coupling constants (68) especially
if effects of strong coupling are present. Heteronuclear couplings can be measured from 2D experiments as well. Recently an elegant method for determining heteronuclear couplings in enriched samples has been described (69). In this approach the
displacement of crosspeaks arising from the two spin
states of the heteroatom are measured, this can be
done with any 2D experiment (TOCSY and NOESY
are probably best in most cases). The advantage
is that cancellation and overlap problems are minimized, so that even rather weak couplings can be
determined. Some care must also be used in the
interpretation of the J value, even when careful corrections for linewidths, etc. have been done. The information is intrinsically a restraint on angles, but
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can be converted to distances. In doing so uncertainty in the Karplus relation (calibration constants,
etc.), its multivalued nature, and possible averaging
effects must be considered.

C.

Paramagnetic

Paramagnetic relaxation effects can also be used
to derive distances of spins from the unpaired electron (70). Many studies of this type have been
done, although relatively few with 2D NMR (71).
Effects on both Ti and T2 can be observed, and
in general it is best to use both to estimate distances. Either metal ions (which can be intrinsic
to the protein's function, or adventitious binders)
or stable organic radicals (generally nitroxides) can
be used. The relaxation effects can be determined
through broadening of crosspeaks (in almost any
kind of 2D spectrum), or in more sophisiticated inversion recovery 2D experiments. When metal ions
are used great care must be taken to establish the
number, positions and occupations of various available binding sites (72). This is often done in part
through titration behavior. The analysis of organic
radicals which are covalently linked (preferably in
a rigid fashion), or which are attached to a substrate or other small molecule which binds tightly,
is simpler (73). The distances which can be obtained can be much longer than those determined
from NOEs, thus providing new information. There
has not yet been much systematic study to determine how much the inclusion of longer distances
(generally with lower precision) affects the calculated structures.

D.

Exchange

A final source of structural information is through
identification of hydrogen bonds. It is well established in proteins that the participation of an amide
proton in a hydrogen bond greatly slows its exchange rate with solvent (74). Once all amide resonances are assigned, it is a straightforward matter
to lyophilize a sample from XH2O and redissolve it
in 2H2O. Following the spectrum (usually a COSY)
as a function of time after dissolving the sample allows the exchange rates of many amides to be determined (75). It is then assumed that those which exchange slowly are participating in hydrogen bonds.
For proteins whose crystal structures have been de-
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termined there is a good correlation between slow
exchange and presence of hydrogen bonds. While
the NMR experiment defines the hydrogen bond
donors, the acceptors are generally oxygen or nitrogen, and hence cannot be identified directly. In
many cases the hydrogen bonds arise in regions of
regular secondary structure, and the combinations
of NOEs present leave little doubt about the acceptor. In such cases it is reasonable to include a
constraint defining such a hydrogen bond, although
the allowable length should be conservatively chosen, and a range of angles should be allowed to include the range of hydrogen bonds seen in crystal
structures. However some caution must be used.
The NOE patterns for a-helix and 3io-helix are very
similar, and a 3io-bend in an a-helix may be difficult to identify. Thus if normal a-helical hydrogen bonds were defined where a 3io-helix was really
present the correct structure might never be found.
In addition, there are numerous slowly exchanging
amide protons which are involved in hydrogen bonds
with sidechain atoms, or even water molecules, for
which the acceptor is even more difficult to identify. Finally there may even be slowing exchanging protons arising from histidine and tryptophan
NHs, sidechain amides, or even sidechain hydroxyls.
There has been recent evidence that cross relaxation
from water molecules associated with the protein
can be seen (76). These exchange rapidly with the
bulk solvent, and hence have same chemical shifts as
the bulk, but as work progresses with larger proteins
it is possible that distinct resonances may be seen for
some bound waters. The exchange rate of an imino
proton in DNA or RNA is also significantly slowed
when it is involved in a hydrogen bond (74). When
the imino is protected, and NOE evidence points to
normal Watson-Crick base pairing, it is reasonable
to include a hydrogen bond constraint. For amino
protons it is more difficult to determine exchange
rates, and recent crystal structures have shown that
high propeller twist can lead to bifurcated hydrogen
bonds involving neighboring bases. Thus data from
amino protons should be treated conservatively. A
number of alternate hydrogen bonding schemes are
known for nucleic acids, these should only be used
as structural constraints when it is clear that both
the donor and acceptor are clearly identified.
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V.

Structure Analysis

During t h e course of obtaining resonance assignments one usually obtains a good qualitative idea of
the secondary structure of the molecule (77). This
comes from t h e pattern of connectivities seen between adjacent residues, regardless of t h e type of
biopolymer. In proteins, for example, an antiparallel /?-sheet is easily recognized by a series of a H ( i ) N H ( i + l ) connectivities, and a H - a H cross strand
NOEs, a n d is distinguished from helix which has
characteristic N H ( i ) - N H ( i + l ) NOEs (although o>
helix and 3io-helix may be difficult to distinguish),
both are distinct from turns and loops where no repeating connectivity pattern is seen. In nucleic acids
the sugar pucker can be determined, and t h e spacing of certain protons defines "A" type or " B " type
helix, while regions of irregular structure are again
usually distinct (78).
|li i

This qualitative analysis is only descriptive, a n d
it is difficult t o reach conclusions about structure
and function from it. T h u s there has been extensive
work t o reconstruct sets of coordinates which are
consistent with all N M R data, a n d other "known"
structural information, which then can be used in
the same ways t h a t models developed from crystallography are. There are now quite a number of
different methods for carrying o u t this reconstruction, which have various advantages and problems.
Several will b e discussed including: metric space distance geometry, variable target function minimization, pseudo- a n d real molecular dynamics, a n d an
exclusion method. Of course there are also hybrid
approaches (combining features of more than one of
these) which are also used, and may well be the best
option. In general when the structure generation
process is repeated (either with the same method or
another) t h e final results are similar, but not identical. Comparison of the range of structures found
gives some idea of the quality of the structure determination. T o date t h e most work has been done
for reconstructing structures of proteins, and t h e
least for oligosaccharides. For most of the methods t h e ideas are quite general, b u t the implementation requires specific information about t h e type
of molecule t o be built into t h e program. As such
many of t h e current implementations will function
only for certain types of systems, the range will certainly increase as time goes on.

A. Metric Space DG
The general mathematical aspects of converting a set of distances between points to coordinates in space were treated long ago. In the late
1970s Crippen, Havel and Kuntz applied these ideas
to reconstruction of molecular structures from experimental distance information, though not originally with NMR in mind. Once resonance assignments were obtained, and distance estimates were
derived from NOESY data, programs applying this
approach were developed (79). The basic process
is to collect all known distance information (from
all possible sources) into a distance matrix, represented as the best estimates for upper and lower
bounds for the internuclear distances (heavy atoms
are included in addition to the hydrogens). This
matrix is then smoothed using triangle inequality
(and sometimes higher order extensions of it), and
a trial matrix is generated by choosing distances
within the allowed range. This trial matrix then
is transformed into a metric matrix (distances from
an effective center of mass), and finally to a set of
trial ("embedded") coordinates. If the information
in the distance matrix is complete and accurate, this
process produces a set of coordinates which satisfy
all of the original constraints. However this is never
true with real data (life is incomplete and inaccurate), and in the coordinates there are violations of
the input constraints, which are used to generate an
error value. Tests have been done to analyse the effects of limited information (80} Most of the work
in the calculation is to minimize the error function
(making the coordinates and the constraints agree)
by varying the coordinates of each atom. This can
be done with pure minimization routines (conjugate
gradient, etc.), and variable weights can be assigned
to errors from different sorts of data. Varying the
weights will change local minima, making it easier
to avoid trapping in local minima during refinement.
The general problem of finding the global minimum
in a complex function is a difficult one, and it is
not possible to prove that the real global minimum
has been found. Many recent applications have used
the initial coordinates from DG, and subsequently
refined them using a dynamics-like (or simulated annealing) algorithm. This process will be discussed
further below. In all structure generation methods
an important question is whether the process will
sample (hopefully fairly uniformly) all of the possi-
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ble conformations which have very low error. For
large structures and random choices of distances for
the trial matrix, it has been found recently that the
DG approach does not effectively sample the allowed
solutions, at least in the initially embedded structures (81). In spite of this it appears that for many
structures the process of refinement is sufficiently
random that the final results do not grossly misrepresent the true range of allowed structures, although there does seem to remain some bias in the
sampling. Several groups are aware of this problem,
and there appear to be solutions possible through
judicious choice of the distribution functions in the
trial distance selection phase. Time (mostly on computers) will tell how satisfactory such fixes will be.
When a dynamics refinement procedure is used the
sampling is better than with minimization alone.

B. Variable Target Function
In any minimization procedure, the major problem is local minima which prevent the algorithm
from finding a global minimum. During a refinement an incorrectly folded segment of the molecule
can effectively block the path to the correct structure, making a deep local minimum. Braun and Go
realized that one solution would be to initially restrict constraints to those involving residues which
are very close in the primary structure, allowing the
molecule to fold the correct local structure while
even passing through itself in more distant parts
(82). Then gradually during the refinement the
range of constraints is increased until finally all are
used. Their implementation of this procedure uses
an initial structure which has correct covalent geometry, but which has all undetermined angles randomly chosen. The minimization is done using all
non-fixed bond angles as the variables (requiring
variation of far fewer parameters than the three per
atom required in metric space DG). The changes in
angles at each step are calculated using the gradient in the error function. The procedure is quite
efficient and many, if not most, of the initial structures converge to low residual error. By starting
with different random angles and repeating the calculation the range of allowed structures can again
be evaluated. Since angles are the natural variable
in the problem, the random initial structures are
truly random. A more recently developed alternative, termed the ellipsoidal algorithm, has been de-
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scribed recently (83)- Rather than working with a
single structure, this approach begins with a large
ellipsoidal region of conformation space, and then
successively reduces the region which contains the
optimal (minimum error and/or energy) solution.
This is done by selecting at each step a constraint
which is violated at the center of the current elipsoid. Then the center is moved, and the volume is
reduced in a way such that the selected constraint
is satisfied. The process is repeated until each constraint is satisfied, at which point another function,
such as energy, can be evaluated to further reduce
the allowed region of conformational space. The reduction in size of the ellipsoid at each step depends
on the number of variables in the problem. As such
it is more efficient to define the structure with the
minimum number of variables, normally the allowed
variable angles. While the minimization is nonphysical, it has been shown that large and discontinuous
steps in conformation are generated, avoiding problems of local minima. This approach is rather new,
and has not been applied in many cases yet.

C. Molecular Mechanics/Dynamics
A significant number of variants in structure refinement methods come under this heading. The
first is a full restrained molecular dynamics calculation (84). In this case a full potential energy
function is used, which is supplemented by restraint
terms derived from experimental distances. The exact forms of the potential terms, their parameterization and calibration, and the relative weights of
terms during the calculation vary somewhat in different implementations. In principle just minimization of this full potential function will give a good
structure, both in terms of satisfying distance restraints and with respect to energy. However there
is again the major problem of finding the global
minimum (and knowing that the potential functions
are good enough to give a correct minimum, especially in the absence of solvent in the calculations,
as they are usually done). The molecular dynamics approach assigns velocities to all of the atoms,
then carrys out classical trajectory calculations using the potential function. During such a run, various conformations can be extracted and energy
minimized. This effectively improves the searching
and, when distance restraints are included, also assures that the structure obtained agrees with exper-
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iments. Fully random starting structures, such at
those used in variable target function minimization,
are satisfactory for this approach. However, structures can be used to start the calculation, such as
those obtained from model building with secondary
structure elements, or from DG embeds. It is presumed that satisfactory sampling is generated by
the combination of initial structure and calculation
of many trajectories with different random starting
velocities. In this method it is clear that the experimental distance information plays a dominant
role in defining the correct structure (unrestrained
dynamics has not been successful in correctly predicting a protein structures). An alternate, related
approach, referred to as simulated annealing (85),
carries out trajectory calculations using just the
bonding, hard sphere van der Waals and distance
constraint terms in the "potential" function (eliminating attractive dispersive forces and electrostatics, which are numerous and slow to calculate). The
average random initial velocities assigned define a
"temperature", after evolution for some time the
system is cooled (velocities are damped), and finally the "potential" is minimized. The process is
repeated with new random velocities until the final
result yields a structure of sufficiently low error to
be acceptable. This process tends to be much faster
than full MD calculations, and can be supplemented
with full potential minimization or short, full MD
runs to assure that the energy of the final structures is low. The initial structures used to begin
this process seem not to be at all crucial, extended
structures, crudely embedded structures, and even
randomly assigned coordinates (preserving nothing
of even the correct covalent geometry initially) seem
to give comparable results.

D. Exclusion method
A final approach has been to try to define the
space of correct solutions using exclusion of structures which are not consistent with the expermental
information (86). All of the other methods define
individual structures which are consistent with observed data, while the exclusion method defines regions of conformation space in which correct structures can or cannot lie. The initial implementation
of this method has first established segments of regular secondary structure, based on NOE connectivity patterns. One such segment is then taken as an
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anchor, and for each successive segment all possible
relative positions and orientations are searched in
a grid mode, and all which do not agree with the
experimental data are excluded from the solution
space. Finally loops or other regions with irregular
secondary structure are added in the same fashion.
Thus the result is comprised of regions of coordinate
space which contain structures agreeing with the input data. Individual structures may be generated
from this solution space by a "threading" algorithm
which uses a local least squares fitting procedure to
select the local coordinates. The advantage of the
method is that it systematically samples the solution space, rather than relying on a randomization
in the generation of individual structures to sample
all allowed conformations. To date this approach
has been used only for proteins.

E. Representation of structures
A structure derived from x-ray diffraction is a
best fit to the electron density, which is tested directly by calculating the agreement with the original
diffraction intensities. This is supplemented with
B-factors, which provide a description of the uncertainty in atomic positions, which may arise either
through motion or static disorder. Because most of
the NMR based structure calculation methods calculate individual structures which agree with the
NMR data, but may be (at least in part) quite different from one another, there is no really equivalent
single structure. To date the majority of structures
have been represented as a "bundle", that is a drawing of several least squares superimposed structures
(87). When the spread in the bundle is very small
for part of the structure it is implied that the local
structure there is well defined, while a large spread
means that the structure is less well defined. However, since any of the calculated structures agrees
with the NMR data equally well it is not possible (without additional information) to decide which
best represents reality, or whether in fact many of
these structures are sampled by the molecule. In
regions which are well defined it seems reasonable
to define an average structure (though it may not
be physically meaningful) to use in fashions similar
to "the" structure determined crystallographically.
The exclusion method directly calculates an allowed
conformation space. When the structure is quite
well defined a representation of this "space" may be
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useful, but for more poorly defined structures or regions it will be difficult to visualize directly without
threading structures through it. The volume of the
allowed solution space defined with this approach
may provide a good basis for defining a "degree of
determination" factor.
F.

Quality of structures

During the evolution of the NMR based structure
determination method a question which consistently
arose was "to what accuracy can a structure be determined from NMR data?". This has been tested
both through model calculations, avoiding the problems inherent in quantitative derivation of distances
from NOEs, and through actual determination of
structures of many sorts. Unlike the general case
for crystallographically determined structures, the
quality of an NMR structure may depend highly on
the nature of the structure. That is, for compact
globular structures the chain fold may be defined accurately and equally well throughout the molecule.
In other molecules there may be loops, or extended
regions which are less well defined than a core region. The worst case is an extended structure in
which the local structure may be quite well defined,
but overall shape is poorly defined. This appears
to be the case for some peptides, and for helical
nucleic acids. Since there may be problems with
sampling in some of the structure generation methods, it is important to be aware of the potential
problems, and to use intuition when considering the
results of calculations. In spite of this warning the
progress in quality of NMR structures has been impressive. Early structures showed a spread of ca.
2 A in backbone atom positions (88). Even using
only semiquantitative distance information, globular protein structures have now been defined which
have ca. 1 A RMS variation in backbone atom positions (89), and 1.4 A variation when sidechains are
included. This makes them roughly equivalent to
crystal structures at 2-2.5 A resolution. An impressive test of the NMR method was the simultaneous
but independent solution of the structure of the aamylase inhibitor tendamistat by both NMR and
diffraction methods by Wiithrich (90) and Huber
(91) respectively. Not only are the overall structures similar, they are essentially identical in detail
throughout most of the protein. Some of the regions where differences are seen can clearly be at-
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tributed to intermolecular interactions which arise
from packing in the crystal (92).
Quite recently there have been a number of
NMR studies of small peptides and protein fragments in solution (93), for which one cannot define a single structure. In this case the NOE patterns indicate conformational preferences, showing
propensities for turn or helix formation. However, in
these cases conformational averaging is certainly occurring, and it is not possible to associate observed
NOEs with specific conformations (especially globally). In this case it is not possible to carry out
meaningful structure calculations, such as those described above, although the information obtained
is valuable to understanding protein folding. Such
unstructured regions also occur as part of a larger
protein structure, and care must be taken to correctly interpret the NOE data. Such an example is
shown in Figure 5. These regions may show abnormal linewidths, or NOE patterns which are not consistent with a single conformation (94), indicating
the presence of dynamic processes, but it is likely in
some proteins that more subtle effects of averaging
will be present, but not obvious.
The situation for nucleic acids is somewhat more
complex. DNA and RNA oligomers are rather extended and few if any tertiary contacts occur. This
means that the global structure is determined only
through short distances which, as has been discussed, are of limited accuracy. This implies that
global features, such as curvature, are not likely to
be well defined. As in the case of proteins some
test calculations have been done. A set of calculations done with distances derived from a DNA
crystal structure were done using the DSPACE program (95). It was shown that there is considerable
variation in the ability to reproduce local structural
parameters from distances which could be derived
from NMR. In spite of the variation there are several local parameters of interest which are fairly well
determined in the structures. Other calculations on
slightly longer models derived from idealized B-form
DNA showed that there can be significant global
variation in the structure, such as gentle curvature,
even when very accurate distances are used for the
input (96). As is the case for proteins the inclusion
of hydrogen bonds between base pairs improves the
quality of the structures, but there is some ambiguity in how to identify the donors and acceptors, par-
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ticularly for amino protons. In addition to strictly
distance based methods, molecular mechanics methods have also been applied. This includes both constrained minimization (97) and molecular dynamics
(98). Structures which have been generated with
these methods are "regularized", that is they tend to
look more like regular B-form DNAs since the potential functions used have been calibrated to achieve
this end. It is then primarily the distance constraints which introduce nonuniform local structure
(99). The problem with this approach, as for proteins, is to determine which aspects of the structure
were really experimentally determined, and which
result from application of the potential functions.
An advantage is that reasonble structures can be
obtained in cases where there is limited distance
information (in either quantity or quality). Such
structures are not fully "determined" by NMR, but
certainly the energy calculations are strongly guided
by even the limited distance information.
These methods can also be applied to more complex nucleic acids, and as the folding becomes more
complex there may be new tertiary constraints introduced. In this case the quality of "global" aspects
of the structure may improve. There are a number
of studies underway which may demonstrate this.
Tinoco and coworkers have analysed the structure
of an RNA pseudoknot (100), showing that the basic proposed structure is correct. Current work will
extend the structure analysis. Other larger RNAs
are also being studied, although to date their complexity has made progress slow.
Oligosaccharides have also been studied. Much
of the useful information has been in the determination of the primary structure. Although most
oligosaccharides do not fold into compact structures,
the conformation at branching points can be determined, and a few long range constraints can sometimes be obtained. In such cases the general shape
of the molecules can be then be described. Again
the direct distance information is often being agumented with potential energy calculations.

VI.

Examples

Finally we present several examples of the methods discussed above. The system studied first and in
detail using both models and real data was BPTI,
but the structure was well known from crystallo-

graphic work before the NMR work was done. Fairly
detailed distance geometry calculations have been
done with distances derived from the crystal structure which showed clearly that distance constraints
which could realistically be derived from NMR do
define the structure to reasonable accuracy. It was
also shown that increasing either the number of constraints or the accuracy of the constraints improves
the quality of the final structure (101). Recently a
study of a previously uncharacterized protein structure, the a-amylase inhibitor known as tendamistat,
was done in parallel using both NMR and diffraction. The assignment procedure followed the standard sequential method (102), and from the NOE
patterns a basic secondary structure a Greek-key /?barrel was deduced (103). Further characterizations
of NOEs and calculations using the variable target
function method (DISMAN) resulted in a moderate resolution structure (90). This gave a clear indication of the shape of the protein, and regions
which were best defined by the NMR data. Finally
extensive analysis of the NOESY data was done,
including determination of many stereospecific assignments, and assigning initially ambiguous NOEs
using information from the preliminary structures.
This has resulted in a very high resolution structure
for this protein (91,104), a representation of which
is shown in Figure 4.
Considerable care was taken to include all of the
available distance information, although it is worth
noting that the distances used were still only semiquantitative, that is distance ranges from 2.0 A to
2.5 A (strong) to 3.0 A (medium) or 3.5 A (weak)
were used. The definition of the backbone is very
good, somewhat more spread is seen in the loop regions where fewer constraints are present. A majority of sidechains, particularly those on the inside of
the protein are also in well defined positions. A complete discussion of the structure has been given. As
a comparison of two structure determination methods, NMR data on BPTI were used with both the
DISGEO and DISMAN programs, and the results
were compared (105). Very similar structures were
obtained in that case.
The structure is not always so well defined
throughout the entire structure. In the case of
sea anemone toxins, there are a number of natural
variants which have been studied by NMR (106).
Initial problems of impure proteins, and incorrect
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Figure 4: NMR derived structures of tendemistat determined by Braun et al. (1989) from NMR data, (a)
shows the backbone position of the average of 9 structures determined using the DISMAN algorithm (heavy
line) compared with the backbone determined by x-ray diffraction (light line). On the bottom is shown
the alpha carbon positions of the 9 NMR structures, superimposed on elipsoids representing the B-factors
determined crystallographically.
sequences were overcome, and essentially complete
resonance assignments done for at least four variants. In all of these there is a well defined core
which contains disulfide cross-links, but there is a
rather large loop whose structure is poorly defined.
Figure 5 shows several structures for the toxin RP
III, which were generated using a distance geometry program which includes dynamic refinement
(DSPACE). In spite of the lack of NOEs to define the structure in this region, the linewidths
from residues in this loop do not seem significantly
sharper than those from other regions of the protein. Thus the nature and dynamics aspects of this
disorder remain unclear.
The structures of a number of nucleic acids have
been analyzed as well. One of the first was a DNA
hairpin loop, for which the loop structure was quite
well defined (107), with the NOE data even defining
a few tertiary contacts. Other DNA oligomers containing extra bases, or base mismatches, have also
been analyzed (108). In these cases the local structure is probably fairly well determined, but because
of the problems discussed above there remains some
question about the global structure. NMR distance
constrained structure calculations have also been
carried out for drug-DNA complexes, with good results (109). In these cases there was no previous

information about the detailed geometry of the complexes, and in spite of its limitations NMR has provided a very clear picture of the binding modes, from
which further studies can be designed. An example
is one of the previously unknown 2:1 distamycin-A
complexes with a DNA oligomer containing the sequence AAATT, shown in Fig. 6.

VII.

Summary

In the past few years there has been dramatic
progress in our ability to assign and analyze spectra from biomolecules. The size range has been
increased by combinations of pulse sequences, isotope labelling, and higher magnetic fields. Methods for quantification of NOEs have been developed,
making possible more accurate distance determinations. Several methods are available for reconstructing structures based on covalent primary structure
and NMR derived constraints. Although these differ somewhat in amount of work required and the
method for refinement, they seem to give quite comparible results. It is clear that structures really are
being determined from NMR data, and that the
method hold even greater future promise as further
advances in the methodology are implemented.
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Figure 5: Five structures of the sea anemone toxin RP II are shown superimposed, derived using NMR data
and the DSPACE distance geometry algorith, including dynamical annealing. The loop at the left is clearly
less well defined in structure than the remainder of the molecule.
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Figure 6: A structure of the 2:1 complex of distamycin-A with CGCAAATTCCG:CGGAATTTGCG is shown
generated using NMR distance constraints together with energy minimization using the program AMBER.
This binding mode was identified and characterized with NMR alone.
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